This paper considers scheduling problems with timing constraints of the forms: < (precedence), (no later than), and : = (concurrence). Scheduling unit-time jobs subject to < and : = constraints, and scheduling unit-time jobs subject to constraints, are 
Introduction
When a large job is parallelized to run on a parallel machine, the process involves solving a scheduling problem: at each time step, speci c tasks must be assigned to speci c processors. In the current generation of highly parallel architectures, this is typically done o -line by a compiler, which schedules the tasks subject to constraints that arise from data dependencies between them. The goal of such scheduling algorithms is to achieve a small makespan, or total length of the schedule. Good scheduling algorithms are essential to exploit the full parallelism of these machines.
The classical scheduling problem, precedence constrained scheduling, captures one type of data dependency 10]. For precedence constrained scheduling, n unit-length tasks are given to schedule on k identical processors, subject to precedence constraints given by a partial order, <, on the tasks. In practice, however, other types of data dependencies between tasks can arise. For example, you might have two tasks that share data with each other (they might communicate every other step), and so they have to be run in tandem. Another example would be for a course scheduling problem; you may want to require, or allow, certain classes to be co-requisites as well as the usual prerequisites.
In this paper, we obtain the rst theoretical results on a new natural class of dependencies between tasks, where the constraint set has been enlarged to describe concurrency. We have precedence constraints (T a < T b means T a must be scheduled before T b ), concurrency constraints (T a : = T b means T a must be scheduled at the same time step as T b ), and weak precedence constraints (T a T b means T a must be scheduled before, or at the same step, as T b ). We examine all possible subsets of allowable constraints f<; ; : =g, and each gives a di erent scheduling problem (the most general is when all three types of constraints are allowed in one problem).
This variety of constraints allows us to better model data dependencies in architectures with synchronous capabilities, such as the Tera architecture 18] (previously known also as the Horizon architecture{ see Section 5). Draper 5] gives examples when both and :
= constraints might be needed, in addition to strict precedence constraints, when drawing a data dependency graph. Particularly interesting is the following example: suppose i is an instruction of the form \If <condition> branch to <register>", where the target register is computed in the course of the program, and the target of the branch may require a value set by some other instruction j. Then, in the data dependency graph, we need a constraint that says to schedule j before branching. Actually, though, we could really schedule j at the same time as we branch, because we would still have j's value by the time we executed the next instruction that needed it. So the most accurate representation of this constraint would be j i, which can allow the exploitation of more parallelism (see 4] for an example of exactly this type on the Tera architecture.)
An initial version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the Second ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (SODA91), under the title Complexity Results and Algorithms for f<; ; =g { Constrained Scheduling.
Previous Results
For the special case when :
= is the only type of constraint relation allowed between tasks, the problem is just integer bin packing, where a set of m mutually concurrent unit time tasks becomes a block of size m, and there is a polynomial time algorithm to nd the optimal schedule for all constant k 10]. The problem is also known to be NP-complete for non-constant k 10] , and there are approximation algorithms that perform within 1 + of optimal 3, 14] .
For the special case where f<g is the only type of constraint relation allowed between tasks, a polynomial time algorithm that nds the optimal schedule on k = 2 processors was known 7, 6, 8] .
It was also known that the problem is NP-complete for an arbitrary number of processors 20] , and the complexity of the problem for constant k 3 processors is a famous open question in the theory of NP-completeness 10] which we do not address in this paper. Lam and Sethi 16] also give an approximation algorithm for k-processor scheduling with precedence constraints, where the length of the schedule produced is at most (2 ? 2=k) times the length of the optimal schedule, thereby improving on Graham's 8] bound of (2 ? 1=k).
For the special case where just f g constraints are allowed, this problem is equivalent to the assembly line balancing problem considered rst by 12] . While the complexity of this problem for k processors was undetermined prior to this paper, Wee and Magazine 21] gave approximation algorithms that achieve twice the length of the optimal schedule.
Our Results
In this paper, we obtain complexity results and approximation algorithms for all other subsets of allowable constraint relations between tasks. We apply the developed techniques to a scheduling problem required for e cient parallel processing on the Horizon architecture, now also commonly referred to as the Tera architecture. This is a novel parallel architecture, which has received a lot of recent attention 4, 15, 19, 11] .
Our new results include the following 1. Scheduling with f<; : =g constraints is NP-complete for constant k 3 processors. Scheduling with f g constraints is also NP-complete for k 3 processors. (Consequently, scheduling where all three types of constraints are allowed is also NP-complete for k 3 processors.) Scheduling with f<; g constraints remains NP-complete for k 3 processors even when the data dependency graph is acyclic. It is interesting that we can determine the complexity of these scheduling problems, because the complexity of f<g, for any constant k 3 is one of the original NP-completeness open problems rst posed by Garey and Johnson 10] , and one of the few whose complexity is still unknown. It is particularly interesting that the complexity of scheduling subject to tasks constrained by f<; : =g or f g constraints is NP-complete for k = 3, while the complexity of scheduling with just f :
=g constraints for k = 3 is polynomial, but f<g is open. Since, as we remarked earlier, the problem of scheduling with f : =g constraints is just integer bin packing, our results can be re-phrased as saying that we have shown integer bin packing with precedence or weak precedence constraints is NP-complete for k = 3. 2. We develop a linear (O(n+e)) time algorithm (where e is the number of edges in the constraint graph on the n tasks) that nds the optimal schedule on k = 2 processors, with f<; ; : =g constraints all allowed. Notice that this implies that all the concurrency-based scheduling problems can be solved in linear time for k = 2 processors. We can also obtain an NC algorithm for optimal f<; ; : =g 2-processor scheduling. 3. We give a polynomial time approximation algorithm for scheduling in the general case of f<; ; : =g constraints that yields a schedule of length at most 3 ? 4=(k+1) times optimal for any k. For the special case of scheduling with f g constraints, we show that this algorithm yields a schedule which is at most 2 ? 2=(k+1) times optimal, thereby improving on Wee and Magazine's 21] bound of twice optimal. 4. We also show a particular scheduling problem that arises when taking advantage of the \hor-izontal" parallel capabilities of the Tera architecture is very closely related to the abstract scheduling problems we consider in this paper. We can then apply the techniques we have developed to show the Tera horizontal scheduling problem is NP-complete. The problem, stated in terms of horizontal scheduling on a single processor, is generalized to look at horizontal scheduling across k processors. We show for any k, a heuristic that produces a schedule of length at most four times optimal; this leads us to suggest a method to exploit more parallelism in Tera than was previously intended 4].
We summarize our results in Figure 1 . Suppose we have a set of tasks T 1 ; : : :; T n , each of which takes one unit of time, and we want to schedule them on a k-processor parallel machine, where k is a constant. Some tasks have to be done before others (we write T i < T j ), and some tasks have to be done in the same unit of time (we write T i : = T j ). We represent arbitrary precedence and concurrence relations on a set of n tasks as a constraint graph on n nodes, with directed edges T i ! T j if T i < T j , and T i ? T j if T i : = T j . Note that a schedule exists if and only if there is no set of strictly more than k tasks required to be done concurrently, and the graph that results when all pairs T i ? T j are collapsed into single nodes T ij , is acyclic.
Problem: Given precedence and concurrency constraints on a set of tasks, and a constant k number of processors, nd the minimum-length schedule that assigns tasks to processors at each given time step.
We show this is an NP-complete problem for k 3. In Section 3 we present a linear time algorithm which nds the optimal schedule for k = 2 processors. Proof. The reduction is from exact cover by 3-sets 10]. Given A = fa 1 ; : : :; a n g, 3jn, and a collection of n sets S 1 ; : : :; S n , S i A, where 8i; jS i j = 3, we construct a graph with < and : = constraints that will have a perfect schedule i there are n=3 sets among the S i 's whose union is all of A. (By perfect schedule, we mean that each processor is assigned a task at every time step.)
Our constraint graph will consist of precedence constraints between blocks of ones and twos where twos are pairs of tasks that are forced to be scheduled concurrently, and ones are tasks which are not forced to be done concurrently with any other task. If we are building a constraint structure with a single task that has to be done before another single task, which has to be done before a pair of concurrent tasks, we call this a one followed by a one followed by a two. Tasks The Key Ring. A key ring is a structure of the following form. It starts with a one, which is followed by a one, which is followed by a two.
The Keyhole. There are n di erently shaped keyholes. Each begins with three twos in a chain followed by a one, followed by a one. This is followed, for the ith keyhole, by a chain of n + 1 ones, except for on the ith level of this chain, where there is a two.
The Key. The ith key will be that structure that ts perfectly into the ith keyhole, namely the ith key consists of three ones in a chain followed by a two, followed by a two, followed by a chain of n + 1 twos, except for a one in the ith position of the chain of twos.
The Key Ring Holder. Similar to the relation between the key and the keyhole, when aligned with a key ring holder, a key ring will yield a perfect schedule. A key ring holder will consist of a two followed by a two followed by a one. Now we build the constraint graph. It will consist of the union of n + 1 disjoint constraint graphs. First, n structures S i , corresponding to each subset S i in the original graph, are placed in the constraint graph. S i consists of a key ring; and then from the last task on the key ring, there are three independent precedence constraints to three keys in the patterns indexed by the elements of S i . We stress that for i 6 = j, the structures S i and S j will be entirely disjoint. (If a 1 2 S i \ S j , then both S i and S j will contain copies of the 1st key, but the tasks that make up one copy will be entirely unrelated to the tasks which make up the other.) Also, no task in S i will have any precedence or concurrence constraints between it and any task in S j .
The nal structure we will place in the constraint graph is a special structure we call the timeline. It will consist of a long linear chain of ones and twos. We split the timeline into four conceptual stages: Stage 1. The timeline begins with a chain of n=3 key ring holders. This is followed by Stage 2, which consists of a chain of keyholes for each of a 1 ; : : :; a n in order (with precedence constraints between them), which is followed by Stage 3, which consists of a chain of 2n=3 key ring holders. This is followed by Claim. We claim that the graph consisting of n i=1 S i f the timeline graph g has a schedule of length 3n 2 + 21n i A has an exact cover by 3-sets.
The remainder of the section is devoted to proving the claim. Observe that no graph which includes the timeline can have a schedule shorter than the number of levels of the timeline since each level must be done at a separate time step. Since the timeline as constructed has length 3n 2 + 21n, this is the soonest deadline we might be able to meet. Furthermore, to have any hope of obtaining a schedule of exactly length 3n 2 + 21n, we had better schedule a level of the timeline at each time step (justifying the name \timeline"). Finally, it is easy to check that the total number of tasks in our construction is 3(3n 2 + 21n). Therefore, by pigeonhole principle, if all tasks are to be scheduled by time 3n 2 + 21n, we must schedule perfectly; i.e. at every time step, each processor is assigned a task. Lemma 2.2 If the set A has an exact cover by 3-sets, then there exists a perfect schedule.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let S 1 ; : : :; S n=3 be the sets that exactly cover A. For Stage 1 of the timeline, we schedule the key rings of the structures S 1 ; : : :; S n=3 . (Notice they t perfectly into the key ring slots on the timeline.) Since S 1 ; : : :; S n=3 is an exact cover, we know by the end of Stage 1, we have \uncovered" at least one key corresponding to each of a 1 ; : : :; a n . Therefore, in Stage 2, we will have a perfect t of keys for each keyhole on the timeline. Stage 3 schedules the remaining key rings, and Stage 4, the remaining keys. 2
It remains to be shown that if there exists a way of scheduling the constraint graph in length 3n 2 + 21n time steps, then A must have a size n=3 exact cover by 3-sets. Notice that if no such cover exists, there is not a set of n=3 key rings that we can schedule in Stage 1, which will uncover a key for every keyhole in Stage 2. What we must now show is that in this case, there is still no alternate way to t the tasks into a perfect schedule. This requires a lemma and a case analysis of deviations is scheduling patterns. Lemma 2.3 If at any level of the timeline where there is only a one, and scheduled concurrently with it are a pair of ones rather than a two, then the schedule cannot be perfect.
Proof. The construction has the following property: consider the constraint graph without the timeline. It contains exactly as many pairs of jobs that have to be done concurrently (i.e. twos), as there are levels of the timeline where there are only ones. Therefore if we do not always schedule a two concurrent with a one on the timeline, we end up with more twos to be scheduled than slots remaining in the timeline where they could be scheduled. 2 De nition. A task is available if we have already scheduled all its predecessors. Now look at the rst time step in the schedule that deviates from the scheduling pattern presented in the proof of Lemma 2.2. In all cases, we show we fail to meet the deadline set by the timeline.
1. Schedule di erently somewhere in Stage 1.
(a) A one from somewhere else is scheduled in place of a one in a key ring. There are two kinds of ones that could be available: a one from the top of a key, or instead of scheduling the two initial ones in a key ring in a chain, two ones are scheduled from the tops of di erent key rings. In either case, we will not have the following two available when we get to its slot on the timeline. (b) There is no way to schedule another two in place of the two in a key ring, because no other twos can be made available. 2. Schedule a one from somewhere else instead of one of the three ones that begin a key.
(a) The other one comes from one of the 2n=3 remaining key rings. Then we can make a two available on time (from the key ring) to go in the rst two slot in the keyhole. But a second two is then needed, and none is available.
(b) At the ith keyhole, the rst one of a copy of the ith key is scheduled, followed by a one from another key. Because of the delay in scheduling tasks from the original key, we cannot reach a two in this key in time. But since we have already spent a time step scheduling a one from the original key, a two will not be available from the second key either.
(c) Suppose at the ith keyhole we schedule the rst one from a key of type j, j 6 = i. By the same argument as 2b above, we must continue to schedule tasks from key j until we reach the rst two. Then the timeline continues to have slots for twos, and the only available twos are from this key j. It remains to show that an entire key of type j cannot be scheduled in the ith keyhole. There are two subcases: (i) j < i. Then we get to a one in our key j while the timeline has a slot for a two and thus there are no available twos.
(ii) i < j. Again the schedule maps twos in key j to twos in the ith keyhole. When we get to the one in the ith keyhole slot, we can schedule some available one from elsewhere, but notice that this does not create any new available twos, and there is at least one more slot for a two on the keyhole. So we have the same problem as in case (i).
3. For key i, put a two from somewhere else into one of the the slots for twos in the ith keyhole.
This cannot happen without deviating from the schedule as in the previous case, because no twos will otherwise be available.
4. Put a one from somewhere else in the ith position slot of the ith key. This also cannot result in a perfect schedule because whether we take that one from the top of a key ring, or the top of a key, there will not be a two available for the next time step, which has a slot for a two.
(Note that in the case of the nth key, this is where we need the extra two at the bottom.)
Therefore, we cannot deviate from the intended scheduling pattern through Corollary 2.4 k-processor scheduling allowing both < and :
= constraints is NP-complete for k 3.
In the case where k 5, David S. Johnson and Manfred Warmuth have suggested a simpli ed NP-completeness proof; the reduction is from 3-partition. We also remark that for k 5 we can give, reducing again from exact cover by 3-sets, a construction where the number of tasks (and the length of the optimal schedule) is O(n log n), as opposed to O(n 2 ) in the k = 3 construction above.
Scheduling with f g Constraints
Now, we will consider the problem of scheduling on k processors allowing just weak precedence constraints. Again, notice that T i T j and T j T i simulates a concurrency constraint. We do not, however, immediately have a means to enforce strict precedence. Through the use of only one clever trick, we can modify the above NP-completeness construction to prove the following: Theorem 2.5 Scheduling with weak precedence constraints is NP-complete for k = 3 processors. Proof. Again we show that there is a perfect schedule i exact cover by 3-sets. Modify the NPcomplete construction above as follows. Write down exactly the same constraint graph as before, except, whenever in the old construction there was T i < T j , replace this with T i T j ; whenever there was T i : = T j to force a two in the old construction, we still force a two by having T i T j and T j T i . Now the levels of the timeline structure are forced to be done according to strict precedence constraints as follows: between all levels of the original timeline (now a \chain" of constraints), we insert three new tasks T i1 ; T i2 ; T i3 , all of which are forced to occur concurrently, and such that all tasks on level i of the timeline are all of these tasks, which are all tasks on level i + 1 of the timeline. It is easy to see, for the timeline, that we must now schedule the original levels of the timeline at odd time steps, and the new blocks of three tasks must be scheduled at even time steps.
It remains to be argued that it is not problematic that the levels of the keys and key rings are only enforced by weak precedence constraints. Observe that if a two is a two, the timeline construction forces the rst two to be handled as strictly < the second two, because three processors cannot handle four concurrent jobs. Similarly, it can be argued that we cannot concurrently schedule a two a one or a one a two at one time step, since the timeline still has slots only for ones or twos. Finally, by Lemma 2.3 above, we cannot schedule a one a one , concurrently, because we need all the slots for twos in the timeline to schedule existing twos in the key rings and keys of our construction. So we have forced a perfect schedule only if all the f g constraints, that are not forcing f : =g constraints, behave as strict f<g constraints in the construction, and so the theorem is proved. 2 Corollary 2.6 Scheduling with weak precedence constraints is NP-complete for k 3 processors.
In the proof of Theorem 2.5, the reduction from exact cover produced a schedule twice as long as for the NP-completeness proof of scheduling with f<; : =g constraints. We note that for k 5 we need not increase the length of the timeline (and hence the schedule). For k 5, we just replace all ones on the timeline with concurrent blocks of k ? 2 tasks, and twos on the timeline with concurrent blocks of k ? 1 tasks. Since for k 5, (k ? 2) + (k ? 2) > k, no more than one level of the timeline can be done at each time step.
We remark on one more simple modi cation to the reduction in the proof of Theorem 2.1, which leads another result. If we make sure that whenever we have a task T i , followed by a pair of concurrent tasks T j : = T k , we include both T i < T j and T i < T k in the constraint graph; and for each constraint T j :
= T k , we replace this with exactly one of T j T k or T k T j , Lemma 2.2 and its converse will still be true. We thus obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 2.7 Scheduling with precedence and weak precedence constraints, where the constraint graph is acyclic, is NP-complete for k 3 processors.
Linear Time Optimal Scheduling on 2 Processors
In this section, we present a linear time algorithm for constructing an optimal 2-processor schedule subject to f<; ; :
=g constraints. Our algorithm is a modi cation of Gabow's linear time algorithm for 2-processor scheduling with just f<g constraints 8] . Though the way we modify Gabow's algorithm to handle f g and f :
=g constraints is easy to describe, the proof that the modi cations result in an optimal schedule is fairly involved{ as is Gabow's proof that f<g-constrained 2-processor scheduling is solvable in linear time. Because our modi ed algorithm is running on a di erent underlying constraint graph, (see how we de ne levels at the beginning of Section 3.2), we will have to go deep into the structure of the algorithm to prove optimality.
Background and Notation
The rst polynomial time algorithm for optimal 2-processor scheduling, in the classical model, where only precedence constraints are considered, was given in 7]. Co man and Graham 6] reduced the running time by proving a certain lexicographic ordering yields the optimal schedule. Gabow, in 8], introduced new techniques to reduce the running time for computing a lexicographic ordering to almost linear; when, with Tarjan, he showed in a subsequent paper how to reduce the running time of the set merging operations to linear 9], his algorithm could then be implemented in O(n + e) time.
We modify Gabow's linear time algorithm for 2-processor scheduling subject to precedence constraints, to nd an optimal 2-processor schedule subject to both f<; g constraints. We then show how to handle f : 
f<; g {Constrained Scheduling in Linear Time
First, we generalize the notion of a level schedule to handle weak, as well as strong precedence constraints. Consider a directed acyclic graph with both T u < ?! T v and T u ?! T v edges. We consider the levels of this graph, treating < and edges identically; namely, if the edge T u < ?! T v or T u ?! T v is in the graph, then the node T v will be on a lower level than T u . The ith level will consist of all nodes x whose longest path to a leaf is of length i. Call L the highest level of the graph. Denote the level of node a by level(a). Now call a schedule level, if it executes levels in order, starting from the highest, making at most one \jump" from each level. In other words, if levels L; : : :; i+1 have already been executed, and level i contains u unexecuted nodes, then level i is executed in the next du=2e time steps as follows: nodes on level i are paired two by two; if u is odd, one node on the ith level is possibly paired with a node y on a lower level. The pairing of two nodes on di erent levels is called a jump, and we say u jumps to y to mean u is paired with a node y, on a lower level. De ne the execution level of a node to be the level of the node which jumps to it, if it is jumped from above, and its own level otherwise.
De nition 3.1 For a legal level schedule, specify a jump sequence by writing down for each level where a node jumps down, the level of the node to which it is paired. Such a schedule is called highest level rst or HLF, if compared to all legal level schedules, its jump sequence is lexicographically highest. (Jumps are always made to the highest level possible.) Gabow 8] proves that for 2-processor scheduling with only strict precedence constraints, any HLF schedule is optimal. Surprisingly, we are able to prove the same result for the levels we have de ned above, even though we are mixing precedence and weak precedence constraints. (Notice that, as we have de ned levels, pairing tasks T u and T v , when T u T v , will always be a jump!) This allows us to modify Gabow's algorithm so as to extend it to work for f<; g-constrained scheduling.
The Algorithm
In this section, we sketch our algorithm, which follows Gabow's algorithm for constructing an HLF schedule on the modi ed levels that we de ned above. For the sake of those who have not read Gabow's paper, we present the de nitions and the construction from scratch (in parallel to the presentation of our algorithm), and sketch a proof that it produces a legal schedule. Then we present a proof that the schedule we produce is optimal for the f<; g model. (Modifying this algorithm to handle : = constraints is deferred to Section 3.4.) The di culty in \reading o " an HLF schedule from the levels of the graph, for us as well as for Gabow, arises when there is a choice of nodes to jump to on some highest available level. Suppose t is the highest level that a level l can jump to, but there is a choice of more than one available node on level t. Which node on level t is chosen can in uence the levels of later jumps. To insure the schedule is HLF, we wish to require that level l does not jump to the node on level t from which the highest jump from t can be later scheduled. This single rule will guarantee that the resulting level schedule is HLF.
It is clear from the above discussion that we will want to distinguish nodes on a level i which must be jumped to from a higher level to satisfy the HLF property for levels greater than i, and nodes which do not have to be jumped to from a higher level to satisfy the HLF property for levels of i (where there is a choice of which node on level i to pair with).
De nition 3.2 The nodes that must be jumped to on level i are called nonfree. The other nodes on level i are called free.
We also de ne a distinguished free node on each level i called SUB(i).
De nition 3.3 SUB(i) is the free node on level i that becomes available to be scheduled at the highest level possible among all free nodes on level i. Now our algorithm follows Gabow's algorithm's two stages:
Pass I processes levels from the top down, computing, for each level i, which higher levels will jump to i. Notice that when we have processed all levels above i, we know if i which higher levels will jump to i. Then, when level i is processed, depending on whether an even or odd number of nodes are still unscheduled, we know whether i itself will jump to a lower level.
Pass I will construct a false schedule in the following manner: it might schedule a node in two places: the same node which is jumped to from above, might itself jump a lower node.
Pass II then works from the lowest level up, xing the bad pairings of Pass I. It will always be possible for Pass II to x the bad pairings of Pass I, because of the way we keep track of the node SUB(i). If there is a choice of nodes for a level to jump to on level i, pass I will pick a jump arbitrarily, except it will not jump to node SUB(i). At the end of Pass I, each level will jump to the correct level, but it is possible that tasks have been paired illegally in the following manner: node x on level l has been paired with a node y on a lower level t as the jump from l, and node y is again paired with a node on a lower level as the jump from t.
Pass II then works from the lowest level up, xing the bad guesses of Pass I, by re-pairing, for example, the node x with SUB(t) instead of y.
We now present our algorithm more formally. Pass II will present the nal schedule in arrays When processing level t, for each node y on level t, Pass I computes its rank R(y), which is the highest open level that can jump to y. R(y) will either be the lowest level on which a predecessor (either or <) of y is executed, or, if all nodes on that level strictly precede y, the level immediately below. The algorithm also maintains a cross-index to the levels f:
RLIST(f) = fy j y is on level t and R(y) = fg: Pass I can compute the node SUB(t): SUB(t) is set, for each level t, to be a node that is not jumped from above, such that R(SUB(t)) is maximum. Now we give the pseudo-code for the algorithm from Gabow's paper (with our modi cations to handle f g) in Figure 3 .
We prove that the algorithm is optimal, even for our modi ed generalized levels. The rst two lemmas prove that the schedule produced by the algorithm is well de ned, and that it respects precedence and weak precedence constraints. Proof. We claim that R(TO(f)) f, since TO(f) = T(f) or TO(f) = SUB(g), where g = level(T(f)), and by lines 5-9 in Figure 3 , R(T(f)) f and, if T(f) is free, R(SUB(g)) R(T(f)). Now we show that R(TO(f)) f, implies that f contains a free node x, such that, x does not precede TO(f), or x TO(f). Let r be the value computed in line 3 of the code for node T(f). So r R(T(f)) f. If r = f then R(y) = r and the desired x must exist by line 4. Otherwise r > f. Since f is a 1-level, it contains a node x that was not a T value for Pass I; x is clearly free; and x does not precede (< or ) TO(f) since r > f. So Proof. Since the schedule produced by the algorithm is level (and nodes on a level are not related by < or , as we have de ned levels) the lemma follows immediately if y is not jumped. So suppose y = TO(f) for some 1-level f.
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we have that R(y) f. So then, we claim that either level(x) f, or x = T(g) for some level g > f, by the de nition of R in lines 3-4. First suppose that level(x) f. Then x is executed before y, unless x = FROM(f). If x < y, the latter is impossible by line 14; if x y, this means that x and y are paired.
So suppose that level(x) < f and x = T(g), for g > f. It su ces to show that x = TO(g), since level g jumps before f. To do this, assume the contrary, T(g) 6 = TO(g). Then T(g) is free, since we have substituted SUB(g) in Pass II. Therefore we have level(T(f)) level(T(g)), since we did not jump T(g) from level f. In other words, level(y) level(x), contradicting x < y or x y. 2
Next we prove that the schedule produced by the algorithm is optimal. We remark that the strict precedence in Lemma 3.7 below is the key to why we can duplicate Gabow's results in the weak and strong precedence model. Proof. Suppose We show how to modify our algorithm for f<; g constraints, to handle concurrent pairs as well.
It will be convenient for us to look at the constraint graph in the following \standard" form, as a directed acyclic graph with f<; g constraints on the edges, going between single nodes, and supernodes of the form a : = b. Note that we can place an arbitrary graph with f<; ; :
=g constraints into this form in O(n + e) time; as we are doing depth rst search on the graph to nd the levels, if we nd a 2-cycle a b and b a, we collapse these to a supernode a : = b. If we nd a cycle of size greater than 2, or a cycle of size 2 containing a < constraint or a supernode, we return NO SCHEDULE.
So we can assume we have a directed acyclic graph H, with nodes and supernodes. We de ne the one-step transitive closure on H to be the graph H 0 formed by adding a (strict) precedence edge between nodes a and b, if there exists a directed path (composed of any combination of <, ), between a and b, and also the only paths from a to b have intermediate nodes all of which are supernodes.
Lemma 3.10 Given the one-step transitive closure of H, we can optimally schedule in O(n + e) time.
Proof. Notice that an optimal schedule for H will always be an optimal schedule for the one-step transitive closure H 0 , since there are exactly the same precedence relations between nodes. Also notice that in no legal schedule will we ever jump to a supernode, since this would imply scheduling at least three tasks at the same time, and we only have two processors. So, if we look at an optimal schedule for H 0 (which is also an optimal schedule for H), it will consist of two types of time steps;
(a) time steps where we have scheduled (one or two) ordinary nodes, and (b) time steps where we have scheduled supernodes. Now form the graph H 00 by removing all supernodes from H 0 , along with their incident arcs. We claim that there is a one-to-one correspondence between optimal schedules of H 00 , and the time steps of type (a) in optimal schedules of H 0 . This is because, by our de nition of one-step transitive closure, the nodes of H they rst become ready, i.e. in the next time step after their last predecessor is executed. This gives an optimal schedule for H 0 by the argument above, and thus an optimal schedule for H. 2
The problem is that we cannot form the one-step transitive closure while keeping the running time linear in the number of edges, since the number of new edges required can be large. The new graph could have as much as the square of the original number of edges. To see this, consider a set of m nodes, all of which precede a single supernode, which in turn precedes m additional nodes, for a total of 2m edges. Since each of the m nodes on top precedes all of the m nodes on the bottom, forming a one-step transitive closure would require m 2 new edges. Our solution is to emulate the one-step transitive closure without computing it. Conceptually, we will be nding the optimal schedule on the graph H 00 of Lemma 3.10, but the supernodes will remain in as dummy nodes that store precedence information for the ordinary nodes of H. Lemma 3.11 We can simulate the one-step transitive closure of H without actually having to compute it.
Proof. We form the modi ed levels of H as follows: edges incoming to a supernode have weight zero, all other edges have weight one, so the level on which node i occurs corresponds to the maximum weight path from i to a leaf. Now, we run the same algorithm as before for a f<; g graph, where (1) the supernodes still determine the highest level at which a node can be scheduled, but (2) supernodes cannot be TO or FROM nodes, and they do not change the parity of free nodes on a level. When we are computing the r values (line 3 of the code) for a node, which correspond to the lowest level on which a predecessor of the node is executed, and the lowest level predecessor of a node is an unexecuted We can also show the following: Theorem 3.13 There is an NC algorithm for optimal 2-processor scheduling subject to f<; ; :
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.9, coupled with the NC algorithm for optimal 2-processor scheduling subject to only precedence constraints, given by Helmbold and Mayr 13]. 2 
Approximation Algorithms for k-Processor Scheduling
We are interested in nding good approximation algorithms for all subsets of possible constraint relations. Through a careful analysis, we show that a greedy heuristic actually performs quite well. We show that in the special case when only f g constraints are allowed, we can always get a schedule of length 2 ? 2=(k+1) times optimal. In the general case when any arbitrary subset of f<; ; :
=g constraints can occur among tasks, we achieve a schedule of length 3 ? 4=(k+1) times optimal.
Theorem 4.1 Any greedy algorithm produces a schedule of length at most 2 ? 2=(k + 1) times optimal when only f g constraints are allowed.
Proof. Observe that if there are no tasks that are forced to be done concurrently (i.e. that form a cycle in the dependency graph), then it is trivial to get a perfect schedule. The di culty arises when we have di erent-sized blocks of :
= tasks, where the optimal packing depends not just on t, but also on inter-block weak precedence relations.
Conceptually, it will make sense to consider rst a \false" perfect schedule formed by a greedy algorithm that does the following: we will tentatively allow the greedy algorithm to schedule \slightly more" than k tasks at each time step. By \slightly more", we mean that the greedy algorithm is allowed to over-schedule each time step by at most one block. Therefore, the false schedule that this greedy algorithm produces will consist of two types of time steps:
1. Time steps where exactly k tasks were assigned. 2. Time steps where strictly more than k tasks were assigned (but removing the last block scheduled leaves strictly less than k tasks). Let a be the number of time steps in our false schedule of Type 1, and let b be the number of time steps in our false schedule of Type 2. We note that there must be at least ak + b(k + 1) tasks scheduled. Therefore, since there are k processors, we know that a + b + b=k is a lower bound on the length of the optimal (legal) schedule.
To convert our false schedule into a legal k-processor schedule, we simply insert a time step after each time step of Type 2, and process the over ow block in the inserted time step. Clearly, this gives a schedule of length a + 2b.
The ratio of approximation is length of our schedule length of optimal schedule a + 2b a + b + b=k : We remark that this ratio is the largest when a = 0. Thus, the ratio of approximation is at most Proof. Here again, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we initially allow a greedy algorithm to over-schedule each time step by at most one block. This time, the false schedule that the greedy algorithm produces will consist of three types of time steps:
1. Time steps where exactly k tasks were assigned. 2. Time steps where strictly more than k tasks were assigned (but removing the last block scheduled leaves strictly less than k tasks). 3. Time steps where strictly less than k tasks were assigned because of strict precedence constraints.
Let a and b be de ned as in the preceding proof, and let c be the number of time steps of Type 3. We argue that we get the following two lower bounds. Note that there must be at least ak + b(k + 1) + c tasks scheduled. Therefore, since there are k processors, a + b + b=k + c=k is a lower bound on the length of the optimal (legal) schedule. Also, there must be a strict precedence chain of tasks, of length at least c; therefore, c is also a lower bound on the length of the optimal (legal) schedule.
Our false schedule can now be converted into a legal k-processor schedule by again inserting a time step after each time step of Type 2, and processing the over ow block in the inserted time step. Clearly, this gives a schedule of length a + 2b + c.
We observe that our schedule is longest when a = 0 because time steps which are not lled are scheduled sub-optimally. Now set the two lower bounds equal in order to solve for b in the worst case. We get b = c(k ? 1)=(k + 1). Substituting in a = 0 and b = c(k ? 1)=(k + 1) into the ratio of approximation, using c as a lower bound on the length of the optimal schedule, we nd that our schedule is of length at most 3 ? 4=(k+1) times optimal. 2 Open Question. We ask if there exist approximation algorithms that perform better than those we present. Can we do better in Theorem 4.2 by using the fact that we can get an optimal 2-processor schedule? In particular, we conjecture that for scheduling with f g constraints, there might even be a (1 + )-approximation algorithm. 5 Horizontal Scheduling: A Scheduling Problem on the Tera Architecture
We now apply the techniques we have developed in this paper to provide complexity results and an approximation algorithm for a scheduling problem that a speci c real-world architecture needs to solve. Though the data-dependency constraints for this problem are highly speci c, we nd that our general abstract class of scheduling problems are \rich" enough for us to immediately apply our constructions and approximation algorithms to analyze the data-dependency graph.
The Tera Architecture
Tera also sometimes called Horizon refers to a shared memory Multiple Instruction Stream { Multiple Data Stream (MIMD) computer architecture, which is currently under study by independent groups at the Supercomputing Research Center and at Tera Computer Company. Its performance target is 100 giga (10 11 ) oating point operations per second 15, 11] . The architecture is a xed network consisting of a few hundred identical scalar processors with xed communication delay. A novel feature of the architecture is that each processor has a \horizontal" instruction set which allows the execution of one or more oating point operations per cycle, without resorting to vector operations. In Horizon, the horizontal instruction set consists of three independent functional units (arithmetic, control, memory) in a single instruction word.
The advantage of horizontal code is that it allows the exploitation of more parallelism in algorithms by allowing independent scheduling of each functional unit. The problem, however, is that constructing horizontal code is very hard in practice 15].
So suppose we represent the data-dependency digraph of a program as if it were a data ow program. We want to assign tasks to processors subject to precedence constraints given by the digraph, with the added stipulation that we wish to exploit, as often as possible, Horizon's horizontal ability to execute up to one functional unit of each di erent type on the same processor at a given time step. We prove that nding the optimal schedule is NP-complete for just one processor, even when just f<g constraints are allowed between tasks.
NP-completeness and Approximation Algorithms
The Horizontal Scheduling Problem. Given a set of tasks T 1 ; : : :; T n , with a partial order < on the tasks, where the tasks have also been arbitrarily 3-colored with the colors a, c and m, nd the minimum-length schedule that assigns tasks to processors at each time step, such that the schedule obeys the precedence constraints given by the partial order, and in addition, at most one task of each color is scheduled on a given processor at a given time step.
Theorem 5.1 Horizontal Scheduling is NP-complete for one-processor scheduling. Proof. We modify our construction in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Note that while we still have precedence constraints, we no longer have a way to force an :
= constraint between tasks. We will show, however, that we can color the nodes of our original construction in such a way that twos are still forced to be scheduled concurrently. This is how we modify the construction: we replace each one in the key and key ring structures by a task of color a; each two in the key and key ring structures by two tasks, one of color a and one of color c; each one in the timeline by a single task of color m, and each two in the timeline structure by two tasks, one of color c and one of color m. We put in all precedence constraints between levels in the previous construction.
We claim, as before, we get a perfect schedule for k = 1 processor (i.e. a task of each of the three colors is scheduled at every time step), i exact cover by 3-sets. Since every level of the timeline is related by strict precedence constraints, we must again schedule a level of the timeline at each time step. Each remaining task in the keys and key rings must now be scheduled concurrently in the slots left open at each level of the timeline. In particular, the only slots open for c-colored tasks are at time steps for which there is just one task on the timeline. Since the number of c-colored tasks o the timeline is precisely equal to the number of these slots on the timeline, we must always schedule a c-colored task in one of these slots. An argument similar to the case analysis for the original construction, now shows that for each pair of (a-colored, c-colored) tasks, which correspond to tasks that made up a two in a key or a key ring in the original construction, we must schedule these tasks concurrently if we want to achieve a perfect schedule. Therefore we have forced the same scheduling problem, and the theorem is proved. 2
Horizontal scheduling on just one processor, was the problem originally considered by 15, 2]. They assume that the scheduling problem is already solved o -line, and then for each processor, a post-processor \packager" is then employed to horizontalize the code on each processor. However, we suggest that a greedy heuristic be used to schedule across k processors, and seek to horizontalize at the same time. This allows Horizon to exploit more parallelism, since it can schedule a highly parallel task across several processors.
Notice that the non-horizontal schedule is at most three times longer than the horizontal schedule; and since the best known approximation algorithms for ordinary precedence constrained scheduling perform better than twice optimal, this gives us a trivial bound of producing a schedule at most 6 times optimal, for any k (and we can trivially obtain a schedule of length 3 times optimal for 1 or 2 processors.) We now show, for k > 2, that the greedy heuristic achieves a schedule which is better than 4 times optimal. Our result only considers the f<g constraints that are currently used from the data dependency graph. We could also consider approximate horizontal scheduling allowing weak precedence and concurrence constraints if they were allowed in the data dependency graph.
Theorem 5.2 Any greedy algorithm for Horizontal scheduling with precedence constraints on k processors nds a schedule of length at most four times optimal.
Proof. The greedy algorithm simply assigns up to k tasks for each of f a, c, m g-colored tasks at each time step, subject to the precedence constraints among all tasks. We divide the time steps of the resulting schedule into types, indexed by the subset of colors for which the time step has strictly less than k tasks of each color. We write a time step is of type Y am , for example, if there are strictly less than k tasks of color a and strictly less than k tasks of color m assigned at that to the architectures of small parallel machines. In this paper, we suggest f<; ; :
=g constraints as a way to more precisely model concurrency, in order to take advantage of the synchronous capability of synchronous parallel machines. Finally, we remark that models where one would want to di erentiate between weak and strict precedence constraints, and allow concurrency, are entirely orthogonal to those models where one would want to consider the costs of latencies as in 17]. Concurrency becomes an important option only when one is dealing with a machine like Tera, that hides latencies 15, 19].
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